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anaesthesia. However, it is possible that at least some elements of professionalism may be 28 

indicated by objective measures. A number of studies have suggested that 29 

conscientiousness as a trait is a significant contributor to professionalism.  30 

Methods: A ‘Conscientiousness Index’ was developed by collation of routinely collected 31 

data from tasks expected to be carried out by anaesthetic trainees such as punctual 32 

submission of holiday and ‘not-on-call’ requests, attendance at audit meetings, timely 33 

submission of completed appraisal documentation and sickness/absence notifications. The 34 

CI consists of a sum of points deducted from a baseline of 50 for non-completion of these 35 

objective and measurable behaviours related to conscientiousness. This was correlated with 36 

consultants’ formal and informal subjective measures of professionalism in those trainees. 37 

Informal, subjective measures of professionalism consisted of a ‘Professionalism Index’ (PI). 38 

The PI consisted of a score developed from consultants’ expert, subjective views of 39 

professionalism for those trainees. Formal, subjective measures of professionalism 40 

consisted of a score derived from comments made by consultants in College Tutor feedback 41 

forms on their views on the professionalism of those trainees (College Tutor feedback; CT). 42 

The PI and CT scores were correlated against the CI using a Pearson or Spearman 43 

correlation coefficient.   44 

Results: There was a negative, but not statistically significant, relationship between the CI 45 

and formal, subjective measures of professionalism; CT scores (r = -0.341, p = 0.06), but no 46 

correlation between CI and consultants informal views of trainees’ professionalism; the PI 47 

scores (rs = -0.059, p=0.759).  48 

Conclusions: This may be due the ‘failure to fail’ phenomenon due to the high stakes 49 

nature of raising concerns of professionalism in postgraduate healthcare professionals or 50 

may be that the precision of the tool may be insufficient to distinguish between trainees who 51 

generally show highly professional behaviour. Future development of the tool may need to 52 

include more of the sub-facets of conscientiousness. Independently of a relationship with the 53 
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construct of professionalism, a measure of conscientiousness might be of interest to future 54 

employers.  55 

Keywords 56 
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Anaesthetists 60 

 61 

Background 62 

Professionalism is a complex construct, with many definitions and attributes [1], but 63 

one which is accepted to be important. Fitness to practice cases often involve what 64 

is described as ‘unprofessional behaviour’ or a ‘lack of professionalism’. Studies 65 

have shown a link between unprofessional behaviour in training and subsequent 66 

disciplinary action in later practice [2, 3]. In parallel with other specialties, there have 67 

been attempts to define professionalism in anaesthesia in addition to attempts to 68 

better understand how professionalism might be better taught and assessed within 69 

anaesthesia [4-9]. Currently, there are no existing objective measures of 70 

professionalism in anaesthesia, and assessment of professionalism relies on 71 

subjective, expert judgements. Subjective measures have inherent problems with 72 

reliability, requiring repeated measures which are not always possible in order to 73 

ensure a consistent score. 74 

The measures of professionalism discussed by Papadakis et al. [2, 3] essentially 75 

involve a subjective rating or judgment. However, it is possible that at least some 76 

elements of professionalism may be indicated by objective measures. A number of 77 
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studies have suggested that the trait of conscientiousness is a significant contributor 78 

to professionalism [10]. Conscientiousness may be indicated by defining occasions 79 

on which the trainee might carry out actions which can be reasonably expected of 80 

them (such as attending compulsory training sessions and completing essential 81 

administrative documentation) and recording whether those actions have been 82 

carried out. It has been suggested that objective measures of this kind have the 83 

potential to be used to assess professionalism in anaesthetic trainees [11]. 84 

Previous studies have demonstrated that measurement of such activities - codified 85 

as a ‘Conscientiousness Index’ (CI) – positively co-distributes with the construct of 86 

professionalism as determined by experienced educational staff [12], and by peers 87 

[13] in the preclinical years of an undergraduate medical programme. These results 88 

have been repeated in undergraduate medical students in their clinical years in 89 

another country [14]. A key aspect of building a CI is that the data included is 90 

generally already being collected for other purposes, and only centralisation is 91 

required, meaning the data is inexpensive to collect. In addition, it is determined over 92 

many occasions rather than a few observed sessions. 93 

The CI instrument has already been adapted for use with paramedics in training; with 94 

results showing the CI significantly correlates with the trainers’ score of trainees’ 95 

professionalism  [15], and is under evaluation for use in other specialties. This 96 

indicates it has credibility in health care settings other than undergraduate medical 97 

education. As far as we are aware this is the first such attempt to explore the use of 98 

a ‘Conscientiousness Index’ in residency training.  99 

Conscientiousness may be a part of professionalism, and independently may well be 100 

predictive of performance in other areas. It is already well established that 101 
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conscientiousness measured through personal qualities tests has predictive validity 102 

for job performance in general [16]. The advantage of McLachlan’s approach is that 103 

it relies on direct observation of behaviour, rather than subjective or self-report 104 

instruments [12].  105 

The aim of this study was to explore the relationship of a ‘Conscientiousness Index’ 106 

(CI) in anaesthetic trainees with current, subjective, measures of professionalism in 107 

this specialty.  108 

 109 

Methods 110 

The project gained local NHS Trust R&D and Durham University, School of Medicine 111 

and Health Ethics Sub- Committee approval in May 2012.  112 

As this study was the first of its kind in a postgraduate cohort we did not know if 113 

previous effect sizes seen in our CI studies in undergraduate students [13] would be 114 

appropriate to use to calculate a minimum sample size for this study and thus we 115 

were unable to carry out a power analysis. In addition, we did not know how many 116 

trainee anaesthetists would volunteer to take part and so aimed to recruit as many 117 

as possible on rotation at one local hospital. All 52 anaesthetic trainees at that 118 

hospital were invited to take part and 32 trainees volunteered and consented to 119 

participate in the study during 2012-2013. The identities of trainees were 120 

anonymised by allocation of a unique code to each trainee. The data was collated by 121 

School of Anaesthesia administrative staff and passed on to the research team for 122 

analysis.  123 
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All CI data was obtained from information that is already available to administrative 124 

and clinical staff within the School of Anaesthesia so consent for its collection was 125 

not required [17]. However, consent was gained for it to be passed on, in an 126 

anonymised form, to the research team. The consent process stressed that the 127 

information was collated for research purposes and that their CI score would have no 128 

bearing on their workplace assessments or progression through the anaesthetic 129 

training programme. 130 

All trainees at the study hospital are routinely regularly assessed by over 50 131 

anaesthetic consultants as part of their training. The results of this study did not have 132 

a bearing on trainees’ progression, and nor indeed could it since CI scores were not 133 

passed on to those assessing them. The ultimate decision about a trainee's 134 

progression through the training programme is made at the Annual Review of 135 

Competence Progression (ARCP) meeting. However, CI scores were not made 136 

available to this panel either. 137 

There are already mechanisms at the hospital in question and throughout the local 138 

Deanery to detect and deal with trainees who exhibit unprofessional or unacceptable 139 

behaviour. These have been developed over time and are currently considered 140 

robust, and do not include the CI. The aim of this study was to explore the 141 

relationship of the CI score with existing assessments of professionalism. 142 

Development of Conscientiousness Index 143 

As the Conscientiousness Index (CI) should be comprised of information which is 144 

easily available to the training provider, it is necessarily particular to the organisation 145 

in which it is being used. As such, its relationship with professionalism would need to 146 
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be validated in these new contexts, and this is the purpose of this study. After initial 147 

consultations with senior anaesthetists and administrative staff in the School of 148 

Anaesthesia at the study hospital, appropriate sources of objective data were 149 

identified. In order to be included, data had to be easily and readily available to 150 

administrative staff, and could be collected on anaesthetists at all stages of training, 151 

from Core to Specialty Training. From this information the components of the 152 

Conscientiousness Index (CI) were agreed.  In line with other studies on the 153 

Conscientiousness Index [12, 14] trainees were awarded a baseline of 50 points to 154 

avoid negative scores at the end of the study. Due to the nature of the data collected 155 

(i.e. the behaviours were “omissions”) it was more appropriate to deduct points for 156 

non-completion rather than award points for completion; e.g., not informing the 157 

department of an unplanned absence. The CI is thus a sum of points deducted from 158 

a baseline of 50 for non-completion of objective and measurable behaviours related 159 

to conscientiousness, and calculated as a percentage of the overall maximum CI 160 

score attained at the end of the study. Subjective measures were not included. Table 161 

1 shows the list of components that make up the CI for trainee anaesthetists, and the 162 

amount of points deducted for non-completion of each. The number of points 163 

deducted was related to the perceived “seriousness” of the omission. 164 

Individual data points were reviewed on a case by case basis for justifiable reasons 165 

for non-completion of the event. For instance, if a short notice request was due to 166 

unavoidable factors outside the trainee’s control, it was not counted against them.  167 

Validity measures 168 

Concurrent validity of the Conscientiousness Index with workplace based 169 

assessment of professionalism; The ‘College Tutor’ score 170 
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Concurrent validity refers to the agreement between variables which purport to 171 

measure the same or related constructs. The CI measures the trait of 172 

conscientiousness, which we hypothesise might be part of the construct of 173 

professionalism. Parts of the existing workplace based assessment (trainees’ 174 

College Tutor feedback) are intended to measure professionalism in practice, and so 175 

the relationship between the two was explored.  176 

All trainees receive regular feedback on their progression and professionalism from a 177 

pool of over 50 consultant anaesthetists who work with the trainees over the course 178 

of their rotation. The College Tutor collates the feedback and generates a report on 179 

the trainee. Aspects such as clinical skills, personal characteristics and confidence 180 

are commented on for their appropriateness to training grade. Reports were 181 

available for all but one anaesthetic trainee participating in this study.  The free text 182 

written by the consultants on the trainee’s behaviour within these reports was scored 183 

by the researchers as follows; any positive comment made was scored +2, any 184 

‘excellent’ (or related words, e.g., ‘outstanding’, ‘brilliant’) comment +3, any ‘no 185 

concerns’ comment +1, any negative comment scored -4. 186 

A ‘CT’ (College Tutor) score was calculated by summing these scores and dividing 187 

by the number of consultants exposed to that trainee (i.e., did or could have 188 

commented, as indicated on the feedback report). This was to ‘normalise’ the data 189 

between trainees receiving different numbers of consultants’ feedback. 190 

Concurrent validity of the Conscientiousness Index with senior anaesthetists’ expert 191 

judgements on trainees’ professionalism; The ‘Professionalism Index’ 192 

A randomised list was compiled of participating trainees’ names and, isolated from 193 

the knowledge of their CI scores, the list was given to senior (Consultant) 194 
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anaesthetists responsible for guidance of these trainees (and thus having some 195 

knowledge of them) and they were asked to express an expert judgement regarding 196 

the trainees’ professionalism by choosing, for each trainee, one option from this list: 197 

• I am happy with the professionalism shown by this trainee. 198 

• I have some concerns with the professionalism of this trainee. 199 

• I do not know this trainee well enough to comment. 200 

In our discussions with stakeholders, it was clear that understandings of the 201 

construct of professionalism are complex and variable from individual to individual. 202 

We therefore decided to use this very simple rating scale, in line with our previously 203 

published work  [12].  204 

A ‘Professionalism Index’ (PI) for 29 of the 32 trainees (some trainees were scored 205 

as ‘I do not know this trainee well enough to comment’ by Consultants) was then 206 

compiled from the results of this with the ‘happy’ scores expressed as a percentage 207 

of the total ‘happy’ and ‘concerns’ scores. This was to normalise the data and was 208 

slightly different to earlier studies whereby the PI was calculated as the ‘Happy’ 209 

scores minus the ‘Concern’ scores [12, 14] as in this study there were different 210 

numbers of consultants scoring the participants (from 2 for some participants, to 20 211 

for others).  212 

Statistical analysis 213 

Each trainee’s data (CI, PI and CT scores) was entered into IBM SPSS Statistics 214 

Developer 20. Tests of normality were carried out (Kolmogarov-Smirnov test); the CI 215 

(D [32] = 0.143, p=0.095) and CT data (D [31] = 0.147, p=0.084) were normally 216 

distributed, but the PI scores were not (D [29] = 0.430, p<.001). Any correlation 217 
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between the CI and PI scores for each trainee was thus statistically explored using 218 

the nonparametric Spearman Rank correlation coefficient, whereas any correlation 219 

between CI and the CT was explored using a Pearson correlation.  220 

 221 

 222 

Results 223 

 224 

The Conscientiousness Index (CI) 225 

Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution for the CI scores for the 32 trainee 226 

anaesthetists in the study (21 males, 11 females). The range of ‘raw’ CI scores was 227 

10 – 47 (from the baseline of 50 awarded to each trainee). The range of CI scores 228 

expressed as a percentage of the maximum score attained was 21-100%. The mean 229 

CI score (expressed as a percentage of the maximum score attained) is 68% and SD 230 

19.8% (Table 2). 231 

 232 

Concurrent validity of CI with workplace based assessment: The College Tutor (CT) 233 

score 234 

The range of scores was -0.2 to 2.2, with a mean of 1.1 and SD 0.5 (Table 2). There 235 

was a negative, but not statistically significant, relationship between CI and the 236 

College Tutor feedback score (see Figure 2 and Table 3; r = -0.341, p = 0.06).  237 

 238 
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Concurrent validity with experts’ judgements of professionalism; the ‘Professionalism 239 

Index’ (PI) 240 

PI scores ranged from 73 to 100% (median 100%, interquartile range 8.5; Table 2).  241 

No correlation was apparent between the CI and PI scores for each trainee (Table 3; 242 

rs = -0.059, p = 0.759).  243 

 244 

 245 

Discussion   246 

 247 

A Conscientiousness Index (CI) was successfully developed for anaesthetic trainees 248 

(the spread of scores and descriptive statistics compare with those in the literature 249 

[12, 14]). However, this initial exploration in this particular group of healthcare 250 

professionals has shown no correlation between the objective measure of 251 

conscientiousness (CI) and consultants’ expert subjective views of professionalism 252 

as measured for this study by calculation of what we termed the ‘Professionalism 253 

Index’ (PI). There was a negative, but not statistically significant, relationship (Table 254 

3) with the CI and the coded subjective free text comments on trainee anaesthetists’ 255 

professionalism by their seniors; the College Tutor feedback (CT). The fact that this 256 

is negative means that the senior anaesthetists responsible for these trainees’ 257 

assessments appear to rate trainees’ professionalism high (in formally assessed 258 

measures as part of the trainees’ ongoing assessment for progression) whilst their 259 

objective Conscientiousness Index scores are on the lower end of the scale (Figure 260 

2). However, the College Tutor feedback system did not seem to specifically ask 261 

about traits related to conscientiousness and this may have been one of the 262 
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confounding factors in scoring professionalism in using the College Tutor feedback 263 

system. The positive and negative comments given by the senior consultants about 264 

their trainees may often be associated with trainee likeability and therefore would not 265 

necessarily reflect on professionalism/conscientiousness. 266 

However, the lack of a correlation between the measured conscientiousness and 267 

consultants views of professionalism in the same trainees may be due to the ‘failure 268 

to fail’ phenomenon  [18, 19] as a result of the high stakes nature of raising concerns 269 

about professionalism in postgraduate healthcare professionals. This problem is 270 

cited as the “single most important problem with evaluation” in one institute [20]. 271 

Reasons for failing to fail medical students and residents have been given by faculty 272 

clinicians as lack of adequate documentation, lack of knowledge of what to 273 

document, the potential consequences to the reporting clinician of subsequent 274 

appeals, and perceived lack of a remediation process [19]. 275 

 276 

Interestingly, there was no correlation between the formal assessments of trainees, 277 

the College Tutor (CT) score, and the informal (for the purposes of this study) 278 

assessment, the Professionalism Index (PI) scores, which leads to the question, are 279 

they assessing the same thing? The CT reports are generated from consultants’ 280 

assessments of different aspects of a trainee’s work including areas associated with 281 

professionalism, so a correlation might be expected. Thus the lack thereof may be 282 

further evidence of the failure to fail phenomenon when the stakes are high [18]; the 283 

Professionalism Index assessment did not have any bearing on the trainees’ yearly 284 

assessments in contrast to the College Tutor report which forms part of a trainees’ 285 

ongoing assessment for progression. Alternatively, the relationship between 286 
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conscientiousness and professionalism apparent in other settings may not apply at 287 

higher levels of medical training.  288 

 289 

The Conscientiousness Index was tailored to the anaesthetic department 290 

environment after discussion with several consultant anaesthetists, but it may be that 291 

we did not include a sufficient range of objective behaviours. Previous work on the CI 292 

[12, 14, 15] has included data such as attendance, punctuality (e.g., punctual 293 

submission of written work and/or punctual arrival on training days) and completion 294 

of evaluation questionnaires. Although this study did collect data on attendance at 295 

audit meetings the weighting of this item in the CI was scaled down (see Table 1) as 296 

it was thought by senior anesthetists that this was not particularly important relative 297 

to other conscientious acts and should not have too much influence on the final CI 298 

score. Punctuality was also captured by short notice requests. However data on 299 

whether trainees took part in evaluations (e.g., of teaching modules) was not used as 300 

this data was not routinely collected. Previous analyses has shown taking part in 301 

such evaluation to be the strongest correlator to the overall CI [21]. Research 302 

commissioned by the Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) to investigate 303 

professionalism and conscientiousness in paramedics found differences in CI results 304 

between organisations and concluded that this was likely to be due to differences in 305 

the amount of data collected regarding opportunities to display conscientiousness; 306 

more data points led to stronger relationships between CI and trainers’ views of their 307 

professionalism [15]. Therefore we may have collected the right type of data to 308 

capture an accurate view of conscientious behaviour but we may not have captured 309 

this over sufficient opportunities for anaesthetists to display such behaviour. Data 310 

was collected on each trainee in the study for only 6 months whilst on rotation at that 311 
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hospital. This is in contrast to previous work where data was collected over a full 312 

academic year [12, 14]. Although the original study showed the CI to be stable when 313 

performance over the first half of the year was compared with performance over the 314 

second half [12], it may be that in this study consultants did not get the chance to 315 

spend enough time with individual trainees over the course of their rotation to make 316 

a reliable judgement about their professionalism. There may also be fewer 317 

opportunities to assess professionalism over those 6 months. 318 

 319 

As the participants in this study were self-selected volunteers, their willingness for 320 

their conscientiousness to be monitored for the purpose of research during their 321 

rotation may indicate that these are amongst the more highly conscientious of the 322 

anaesthetic trainees. The original study collected data on all students to avoid 323 

students ‘faking it’, especially as some of the points available in that study could be 324 

gained from volunteering to help out during extra-curricular events [12]. In addition to 325 

this participants were aware of the type of data that we were collecting and so may 326 

have made a concerted effort to be more diligent over carrying out more 327 

administrative tasks during this time (although if they can ‘fake it’ for the whole 328 

rotation does that make them conscientious anyway?). It was a requirement of the 329 

ethics review that the participants were informed of the type of data being collected 330 

on them and thus the following sentence was included in the participant information 331 

sheet; “[The CI] is likely to include several components such as punctual submission 332 

of holiday requests and completed workplace training assessments.” 333 

 334 

The original work on CI [12-14] was carried out in a medical undergraduate 335 

population where explicit student consent was not required or sought. There are a 336 
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number of assessment and application hurdles between medical school and starting 337 

anaesthetic training. The numbers of anaesthetic trainees deemed ‘unconscientious’ 338 

or ‘unprofessional’ may be significantly smaller than in the undergraduate population, 339 

given the barriers that have been overcome, and earlier opportunities to intervene if 340 

trainees show unprofessional behaviour. Since this is our first study in post graduate 341 

environments we did not know if the effect size we achieved in our previous studies 342 

on the CI [13] would be sufficient to power this study, or indeed how many 343 

participants we would obtain as volunteers. The fact that we did not observe a 344 

relationship might suggest there is a possible upper limit for the effect size for future 345 

studies on CI in the postgraduate environment. We suggest a much larger sample 346 

size would be needed to detect any differences in conscientiousness or 347 

professionalism in such a highly conscientious group. 348 

 349 

Trainees may be reluctant to participate in such studies due to perceived 350 

repercussions of one’s conscientiousness being observed, despite reassurances in 351 

the information sheet that there would be no repercussions and all data would be 352 

anonymised. Different results may be found with an increase in sample size, 353 

especially if trainees are not require to provide explicit consent, and this warrants 354 

further investigation if we are to be confident that trainee anaesthetists’ 355 

professionalism is being adequately assessed. However, the spread of 356 

professionalism may have been too small in this cohort of trainees, and the precision 357 

of the CI tool may be insufficient to distinguish between trainees who generally show 358 

highly professional behaviour. 359 

 360 

Feasibility and Utility 361 
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 362 

There were issues around data collection for this study and this has been reported in 363 

other studies involving measuring conscientious behaviour in a postgraduate 364 

healthcare setting [15]. For such a tool to be useful, it ideally needs to use readily 365 

collectable data that simply needs collating. The data collected in this study was 366 

derived from several sources and involved several different people, leading to 367 

logistical issues. Consequently some of the original data that was planned for 368 

collection could not be accessed. As a result, many of the objective behaviours 369 

measured related to personal organisation, whereas there are other behavioral 370 

domains within the trait of conscientiousness. Conscientiousness, as a higher-order 371 

personality domain, can be divided into 6 lower-level facets; orderliness, dutifulness, 372 

achievement-striving, self-discipline, cautiousness, and self-efficacy, [22]. Perhaps 373 

we have only captured the first one or two of these. It is perhaps worth noting here 374 

that the CI has previously been shown to significantly correlate with all of those 375 

facets except self-efficacy [23]. Therefore future development of this tool may need 376 

to be designed to include items that sample each of these facets.  377 

 378 

A CI that uses a greater number and wider range of components would give such a 379 

scale more granularity and thus may be more accurate, but may have its own ‘costs’ 380 

in terms of establishing a data collection system. In previous studies [12, 14] the CI 381 

has been shown to be stable, and ‘cost’ (in terms of staff time) was low (although 382 

acceptability by the students may have been questioned! [24]). However these 383 

studies were in the undergraduate setting. So there has to be a tradeoff between the 384 

feasibility, reliability and validity of the assessment tool. 385 

 386 
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Conclusion 387 

 388 

In this study, we did not observe a relationship between a measure of 389 

conscientiousness and a measure of professionalism. This may be due to variance 390 

in reporting either conscientiousness or professionalism, or a true lack of a 391 

relationship between conscientiousness and professionalism in this setting. We are 392 

aware that in selection decisions, measures of conscientiousness might be viewed 393 

as desirable, but between two candidates of equal clinical skill, we do not think this is 394 

necessarily a bad thing. Therefore, independently of a relationship with the construct 395 

of professionalism, a measure of conscientiousness might be of interest to future 396 

employers. 397 

 398 
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 519 

Table 1: Components and scoring of the Conscientiousness Index (CI). All trainees start with 50 520 

points (in line with other work on CI [14]) this prevents negative scores occurring.  521 

Component Notes CI Points 

Sickness/absence If the trainee was 
off sick or absent 
and did not let 
department know 

-10 for each occasion 

Audit meeting 
attendance 

Percentage of audit 
meetings the 
trainee could have 
attended but 
missed 

The percentage was divided by 5 to 
reduce the weighting of this 
component on the overall CI score. 
This value was then deducted from 
the total CI score 

Appraisal 
documentation 

Did they submit 
appraisal 
documentation 
within requested 
timescale? And 
complete? 

0 if all submitted and on time 

-5 if not submitted on time or 
incomplete 

-10 if not submitted on time AND 
incomplete 

Short notice 
requests  

Requested change 
in rota or ‘not-on 
call’ or holiday 
request less than 6 
weeks in advance 
(School policy 
states requests 
should be made 
more than 6 weeks 
in advance of any 
requested change) 

Sliding scale: 

Request made more than 6 weeks in 
advance; 0 points 
5-6 wks in advance -1  
4-5 wks in advance -2  
3-4 wks in advance -3  
2-3 wks in advance -4  
1-2 weeks in advance -5  
Less than 1 week in advance -6 

 522 

 523 
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 525 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics; range of scores, their mean and standard deviations (SD) for the 526 

Conscientiousness Index (CI) and College Tutor Feedback (CT). Professionalism Index (PI) is 527 

expressed as the median and interquartile range as this data did not follow a normal distribution. n = 528 

number of participants data was collected on in each group (from the total of 32 in the study).  529 

 530 

Measure  Score range Mean  SD n 

CI 21-100% 67.6% 19.8% 32 

PI 73-100% 100% (median) 8.5 (IQR) 29 

CT -0.2-2.2 1.1 0.5 31 
 531 

 532 

Table 3: Results of statistical comparisons for the Conscientiousness Index scores (CI), the 533 

Professionalism Index scores (PI) and the College Tutor feedback scores (CT). See text for a 534 

description of each item.  535 

Correlation  Pearson (r)  p value Spearman (rs) 

CI vs PI   0.759 -0.059 

CI vs CT -0.341 0.06   

CT vs PI   0.842 -0.04 

 536 

  537 
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 538 

Figure 1: The Conscientiousness Index scores in trainee anaesthetists. The frequency 539 

distribution of Conscientiousness Index scores shown as percentages of the maximum score 540 

attained for trainee anaesthetists (n = 32) at one hospital during 2012-2013. 541 

 542 

Figure 2: Scatter plot showing the relationship between the Conscientiousness Index (CI) 543 

expressed as a percentage of the maximum score attained and College Tutor feedback 544 

scores. 545 
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